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Final Assignment 

 

Question 1:   

Do you agree that good communication reduces uncertainty; in your opinion could it have 

saved Pan Am? 

Ans: Yes! Viable communication techniques in high-uncertainty situations can offer assistance 

decrease vulnerabilities, and manufacture a bound together bond between pioneers and workers. 

Well outlined and executed procedures are related with efficiency picks up, proficiency 

advancements, taken a toll decreases, progressed assurance, and diminished representative 

turnover. In my supposition communication was one of the reasons that driven Pan Am from 

catastrophe to emergency, the partner’s recognition of the emergency organization were decided 

by media scope. The way in which the media delineate the emergency with the profundity and 

escalated of scope impacted the partners. Media was considered the opponent in an emergency 

situation. Since of Medias profoundly powerful part, the company had to be arranged to require 

prompt control of enlightening stream in an emergency arrange. In the event that Pan Am 

communicated in a great way and given great data at that time it would have spared them from 

falling into emergency, but Pan Am’s disappointment to supply information at that time it would 

have spared them from falling into emergency, but Pan Am’s disappointment to supply data in a 

opportune way brought about media centering on victims’ families. As a result of the data 

vacuum, rumors as to the cause of the blast flourished.  

 

 

   

  

 
 

 

 Question 2:  

 Based on the case study do you think Pan Am was flexible in their decision making? 

Ans: Pan Am was not Flexible in their decision making they might have made superior choices 

amid the turnaround stage. Globally the aircraft had built up an impressive course arrange but 

senior administrators had realized for a few time that the way forward was to extend the 

nourishes to these administrations. The burden to travelers of having to alter from a ‘domestic 

‘airline to Pan Am for universal travel was feasible inside the commercial center as it were as 

long as direction was in put on universal courses. In expectation of the issues of deregulation. In 

any case, with the approach of deregulation, the need of feeders became a particular, instead of a 

potential, risk. In arrange to overcome these challenges, Pan Am looked for to create the 

household feeder framework it required through the procurement of National Aircrafts. The buy 

of National was considered a key mistake, given that the fetched of the acquisition was over the 

top in terms of cash and since of contradictory air ship and courses nearby a run of acquired 

labor issues. The need of satisfactory residential feeder flights taking after the approach of 



deregulation, combined with the issues emerging out of the ill-fated procurement of National, 

bode sick for Pan Am’s and made the potential for emergency which was brooded amid the 

leftover portion of the decade. 

 

   

 
 

 Question3:  

In your opinion where do you think they made a mistake that caused the failure to the 

airline. 

 

Ans: Pan Am made numbers of botches in its turnaround stage. Pan Am, having once called 

itself “The World’s Most Experienced Airline”, eventually filed for bankruptcy protection in 

January 1991. Due to rising fuel costs, as well as an inability to operate domestic routes the 

airline was starting to run at a loss. The airline also suffered from several public relations hits in 

1988. This was the year that saw a Pan Am B747 crash in Lockerbie, sparking a $300 million 

lawsuit, as well as an additional fine from the FAA for 19 security failings. It found itself within 

the post-deregulation with an unbendable and heavily unionized work drive beside a blended 

flying machine armada of shifting measures. This, coupled with the company’s administration 

culture, created amid the secure administrative a long time, was to demonstrate to be an issue. 

With Pan Am’s fortunes melting away amid the exceedingly competitive the organization’s Pan 

Am was once more confronted with offering what small resources it had to stay practical as the 

emergency took a overwhelming monetary toll on the organization. It moreover sold its Inside 

German Benefit (IGS) arrange to Lufthansa for $US150 million. Pan Am chosen that to remain 

as a reasonable carrier it must offer one of its remaining gems within the crown - its transoceanic 

course operation. In any case, any endeavor to clear the deal would require the British 

government concurring to ease confinements on unused carriers working from Heathrow. Delays 

through inter-governmental arrangements taken after and, in the intervals, TWA endeavored to 

take-over Pan Am in a $US375 million bargain. At last, ending any takeover offered by TWA, 

Pan Am connected for Insolvency Security within the US courts. Pan Am re-negotiated advances 

to empower it to rebuild its funds which had been obliterated by the Inlet emergency. Pan Am’s 

income era had been extremely abridged due to the need of request. Amid the beginning 

turnaround endeavor, the intense emergency occasions of Lockerbie, financial subsidence and 

the Inlet war were as well extraordinary for Pan Am to counter with its dissolved resource base 

and reduced course framework. The following obligation burden and recording of insolvency 

security saw remaining resources sold and the appropriation of a strip or ’get out now’ end-game 

methodology. 

  

 

 

 
 



Question 4: 

What can you generalize from the case study based on information, was it a group culture 

organization? 

Ans: We might generalize from the case think about based on data that the organizational culture 

speaks to common recognition, this was made clear when we characterized culture as a 

framework of shared meaning. The culture was not group culture because they only do decision 

on the strategic level and didn’t involve the middle level in their decision and also didn’t take 

other employees in their confidence so it was also a big reason of their failure. A group culture is 

that which take decisions when there is everyone in confidence and everyone is agree but here 

not only the lower employees agreed with then on some decisions but also some of the 

stakeholders also didn’t agreed with them. So the culture of Pan Am was not a grouped culture. 

We ought to anticipate, therefore that people with diverse foundations will tend to portray 

organization’s culture in comparative terms. The organization advance participation among the 

nations of Latin American and the U.S. It was built up (as the Worldwide Union of American 

Republics) at the primary Pan-American conference, which was called by U.S. secretary of state 

in arrange to reach understandings on different common commercial and juridical issues among 

the nations of the Americas. 

 

 

 

 
 

Question 5. 

Write a summary of the case study and be more specific on what you understood out of this 

study. 

Ans: The reason of this paper is to empower understanding of the commonsense esteem to 

overseeing and communication specialists of the positive lessons from issue and emergency 

administration cases. Plan, technique and approach, not at all like numerous other ranges of 

administration composing, which center on unused approaches and best hone, issue and 

emergency administration cases regularly highlight “PR disasters”. This paper employments well 

known cases to investigate the reasons for this center on disappointment and proposes ways for 

supervisors to move past schadenfreude to secure honest to goodness learning and competitive 

advantage from the unfavorable encounters of others. Discoveries, while numerous industry 

cases are self‐serving and inclined to intelligence after the occasion, there's a developing body of 

definitive case‐books and other fabric which can give valuable assessment and benchmarking for 

an organization's possess movement, both inside and outside. Creativity esteem Whereas 

scholastics are recognizable with the utilize of communication case examination, this paper 

investigates the run of distributed case think about assets for professionals and other directors 

who may be less mindful of what is as of now accessible and how free examination and 

understanding can offer assistance encourage viable execution against responsibility. 

 

 

 

 



 


